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FRIENDS FOR FUN, SAFETY,
AND KNOWLEDGE
A time for Giving Thanks
That is what Thanksgiving is all about. Do you
realize this is the time of the season that most
people travel. They travel to visit loved ones
and to spend this time with folks they may not
have seen since last thanksgiving. Personally I
think this is the one of the best times of the year.
I love to be with friends and relatives and reminiscing about the great times we have had and
what great times we are planning for the future.
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If you are traveling this November or December
please remember to look for veterans and to
give them a BIG THANK YOU for the service
they have given. November is the month to
honor our veterans. Veterans day is November
11. There is a good reason we honor veterans
on November 11. It dates back to World War 1.
The armistice and ending of WW 1 was on the
11 month the 11 day and the 11 hour. Previously it was known as Armistice Day, and in
1954 the holiday was renamed to Veterans Day.
This year Veterans Day falls on Saturday. There
will be many parades in your area. Get out and
enjoy these parades and when old glory goes by
please remember to remove your hat and put
your right hand over your heart. The alternative
is to stand at attention and salute the flag. Either way please show respect for the flag and
the men that have gone before us to protect our
freedoms. Editor Tom Sprague
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TEXAS ASSISTANT DISTRICT DIRECTOR
Dan & Donna Rymarz
Well, it's October 26th. So I'm thinking to myself, what am I going to write about this month?
Is there anything in particular that has happened over the past couple days? A new 2018
Goldwing? Yep, that is perhaps the biggest
news we have had in many years.
The unveiling on Tuesday, October 24th, was
both expected, and not totally to be believed.
How many times did Honda hint about big
changes in the Gold wing line, only to disappoint with yet another color change, slight
modification to baggage, but no real changes.
This year is completely different. The body styling is much different, the engine has been improved with greater fuel economy and power.

All the things we asked, or hoped are in this
new model. Adjustable windshield, six or seven
gear transmission, electronics comparable to
what we see in our cars today, a new front suspension, not to mention a alternator / starter
that are combined in one unit to shed weight.
There is also keyless starting which allows you
to keep the keys in your pocket but yet will still
start the bike. No more disrobing to get to that
set of keys you forgot several layers below.

So many of these changes are very welcome,
but it will require some changes on our part.
The body is narrower and if I understand it correct the saddle bags will have less capacity
than our beloved GL1800, which I have been
reminded, had less capacity than the GL1500.
This will take some rethinking of what we pack
and what we leave behind.
Secondly, it's obvious that this was designed to
compete with the BMW K1600 GTL which for a
few years, was clearly the leader by design in
performance and sportiness. That BMW is
much more sport than touring. The new Honda
Goldwing looks like it was designed to give
BMW a run for their money. With the change
toward sport touring, it is also being mentioned
in a couple of reviews, that the backseat is not
as plush as it used to be. Some articles
bragged that it was no longer the couch on
wheels that our co-riders have fallen in love
with. I NEED to have my wife’s butt like it as
much as I do! . If she is unable to be comfortable on a long ride it will be very difficult to convince her to let me spend the money.
In February of 2018 these bikes will start hitting
the show room floor, and we will get an opportunity to see how this bike meets our needs. I
personally, absolutely love the looks of this
bike. As a big lover of electronics this iteration
from Honda is exactly what I had hoped for.
The price is even reasonable comparatively.
The highest end model looks to be about
$31,000. With the models that we will likely purchase being just below $27,000.
In the upcoming years, third-party vendors will
come up with solutions for anything we as individuals find lacking. Aftermarket seats, additional storage options, and eventually a trailer
kit will come. This change in the Gold wing, will
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TEXAS ASSISTANT DISTRICT DIRECTOR
Dan & Donna Rymarz
Continued
make the rallies and the vendors much more
fun. We get to see a new suite of options many
of which we cannot even dream up right now.
It is also safe to assume, in the 2018
rally season, Honda will be out in force
with this model available for demo rides,
but I can't wait for one of my friends to
own one, and let me borrow it for an extended ride.
Now comes the interesting part. With a
new bike, both sportier and more technologically advanced, we can also expect to have new riders, younger riders.
These new riders will be coming to us
with young hips, knees, and butts. They
will be anxious to ride those longer distances and we will be coaching them to
do so safely. They will be looking for
people to ride with. It will be important
for us in GWRRA, to change a bit to accommodate the new crowd, and to instill
good riding habits. I speak from experience that it will be necessary for us to
put “touring” back in our vocabulary. District rallies, and future Wingdings will
need to make sure there are plenty of
riding opportunities, but that are a bit
longer than going down to the local
Dairy Queen and back. This will be a difficult adjustment for some. After all some
of the fun of rallies, is sitting around listening to everyone's war stories about
the open road, adventures, evenings of
fun. The new folks will want to experience this for themselves, and not just
hearing how it used to be. Are we ready
for them?
Four wheels move the body, Two wheels
move the soul.”

Dan & Donna Rymarz
Texas Assistant District Directors
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TEXAS DISTRICT COUPLE OF THE YEAR
2017 / 2018 SAL & PHYLIS PESTA
Texas COY Adventures
Some of you may find this comparison silly,
some may see yourselves as one or more ingredient. Whatever your ingredient is in this
group, we are grateful for you. We enjoy you.
GWRRA District Teams are like a Thanksgiving We couldn’t manage this feast without you.
Dinner - many different courses (members)
contribute to making a wonderful feast
Happy Thanksgiving !!
(organization/rally).

News from your
Texas District Couple Of the Year

The Thanksgiving season has always been one
of being grateful - bursting with happiness and
family. GWRRA is the same. We each give
our best and the results are an amazing organization and rally. We know rally’s aren’t
“necessary”, but we all enjoy them so much.
Such is a Thanksgiving Dinner. We don’t really
“need” those calories, but enjoy every bite !! In
GWRRA’s case, each District Team has different personalities, talents and efforts to contribute. The end result is a wonderful and enjoyable organization which produces a great District Rally. Each District Team is comprised of
different ingredients which produce a great
Thanksgiving Dinner.
We bring this comparison up now because as
this year winds down, everyone on our Texas
District Team is mentally winding up for our
2018 District Rally. We each have something
to add, contribute and execute towards a successful “Thanksgiving Dinner” - our Rally!!!
Let’s be the Potatoes (sturdy and dependable),
Gravy (smoothing things out along the way),
Cranberries (a bit tart, but enjoyable), Stuffing
(lumpy and full of goodness), Side Dishes
(always contributing and wonderful) and Desserts (we can never get along without you). All
of these items lead up to The Turkey (the core
of this feast - yummy, filling and puts us to
sleep !).

As Always,
Safety, Fun, Adventure !!

Sal & Phylis Pesta
Texas District Couple of the Year 2017-18
===================================
Special Dates in Texas History

1893
Texas Equal Rights Association is formed
The Texas Equal Rights Association was
the first statewide women's suffrage organization. Organized by Rebecca Henry Hays
of Galveston in 1893, the TERA advocated
for equal voting and political rights for
women, including the right to hold office
and serve on juries.
1911
20,000 U.S. Troops Sent to Mexican Border
Fearing the resurgence of Mexican nationalism spurred on by the Mexican Revolution, President Taft stationed 20,000 U.S.
troops to the Mexican border for national
security purposes. The Mexican Revolution
raged between 1910 and 1919.
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RIDER EDUCATOR
Randy & Kathy Reese
Texas District Educators
Hello Texas Riders!
On our last few rides, Kathy and I have noticed
more and more deer carcasses on the side of
the road – a reminder that hunting season is
upon us and the wildlife are active. Deer are
so delicate and demure that it's hard to think of
them as a hazard. But when we come upon the
sickening sight of a dead deer along the highway, we are again reminded of the danger,
both to the animal, and to ourselves. The typical deer strike occurs with the animal suddenly
leaping in front of the vehicle, often at night.. If
the motorist happens to be a motorcyclist ,
the odds are high that both deer and biker will
be seriously injured. What's so insidious about
motorcycle/deer collisions is the unpredictability. Texas has a high incidence of deer strikes
and the ones involving motorcycles often end in
fatalities.
You may have ridden for hundreds of thousands of miles, proficiently avoiding thousands
of left-turners, alley jumpers, edge traps, graveled corners, and decreasing-radius turns.
Then, on some easy country ride, a deer suddenly leaps out of the woods into your path,
and Thud! Animal strikes are a frequent
enough problem that we should practice appropriate countermeasures on those rides that
take us into deer country.

cardboard box. When the
head comes up, you'll immediately see those large ears, and perhaps a
rack of antlers. The deer may glance up at you,
then nonchalantly go back to munching again.
But when you get within 60 feet or so, the deer
suddenly springs to action, jumping first straight
ahead, then in a random zigzag "wolf-evasion"
pattern. If it isn't obvious, the deer's first leap is
in whatever direction it is facing. That's why
hard braking is a smart evasive tactic.
At night, brown deer hide doesn't reflect much
light, but deer eyes will reflect a brilliant white
from your headlight, similar to a reflector. How
do you tell if the reflector you see is on a post,
or on a deer? Easy: the deer eye blinks. If you
see a reflector winking back at you, odds are it
is a deer, and it's facing in your direction.
It's also helpful to observe that deer often stick
together in groups of 3. That's because does
often have twins. And sometimes last year's
twins stay with mom while she raises this year's
fawns, so the group may be 7. The point of that
is to expect several deer even if you only see
one.

Once the deer leaps into action, there isn't
much time left for braking, so smart riders are
already prepared to brake when riding into a
suspicious area. Some of us brake hard when
You should expect deer feeding along the
approaching any wild animal on the shoulder,
shoulder of the road in shady areas. In the day- as an automatic precaution. That's a primary
time, a deer feeding on the road shoulder will
reason for shaking tailgaters and keeping some
have its head down, so it may look like a log in right hand fingers curled over the brake lever in
the ditch, or a mossy boulder, or a crumpled
(Continued on page 8)
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RIDER EDUCATOR
Randy & Kathy Reese
Texas District Educators
Continued
a deer zone, or anywhere there are wild animals.

input about the riding courses, seminars, and
modules we will offer.. This weekend is designed to help you not only maintain or increase your Levels, but to help you gain knowledge and become a safer, skilled rider.

What about speeding up? After all, the greater
your forward energy, the greater your impact
force. Yeah, we've heard the folk tale of a motorcyclist riding at warp speed through the forest at night, and slicing a deer in half without
dropping the bike. Even if that folk tale is true,
the rider was extremely lucky, not clever or
skillful. For every folk tale of slamming into a
wild animal without getting hurt, there are several other reports of riders being seriously injured, and motorcycles destroyed.

We have researched the courses that our
members are needed just to bring our expired
level members up to date, we are going to try
to offer both and Advanced Rider and Trike
course, First Aid/CPR, and a Co-Rider seminar. With the new requirements for Rider Coordinators, we will also offer a Road Captain and
possibly a Team Riding course too. If this
weekend is successful, we will consider offering
a second Education weekend later in the year.

(Continued from page 7)

We all accept that motorcycling is a sport that
involves inherent risks. How we prepare to
mitigate those risks will often allow us to ride
another day.
Ride Safely, Ride Often, and HEY! Be careful
out there.

Randy & Kathy Reese
Texas District Educators
txed@gwrra-tx.org
512-744-3635 – Randy cell
512-848-3144 – Kathy cell
All The Gear All The Time

What else you like to see offered? Please
email your comments and suggestions to:
• Rider Courses
Randy Reese - txed@gwrra-tx.org
• First Aid Chris Schoenthal - txeda@gwrra-tx.org
• Seminars/Modules Jim Scholes - txtrainer2@gwrra-tx.org
• Any other questions or Input Jim Woodul - TxDD@gwrra-tx.org
Look for a flyer and registration information
coming out soon.

Please note that we are offering these courses
to everyone in order to make our District Rally
=================================== in Brenham this May much more memberfriendly with several rides, attractions, fun and
Texas District Education Weekend
games. We will only offer 2-3 modules and no
Texas District is planning an Education Week- riding courses that weekend so you won't be
end for February 3-4 at the Texas A&M - Cen- stuck in a class all day. We want you to join us
tral Texas campus in Killeen and we need your for FUN!
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TEXAS DISTRICT ASSITANT RIDER EDUCATOR
MOTOR AWARNESS COORDINATOR
Scott & Judy Finnell
Motorist Awareness Events:
Chapter Rides
Last month I mentioned to you that we could
begin counting our chapter rides as motorist
awareness events. I was delighted to see that
in the November issue of Wing World, Assistant
Directors of Motorist Awareness, Cliff and Char
Simpson, wrote about this same issue. In their
article they mentioned several aspects of using
chapter rides as a motorist awareness event
that are worth highlighting here.
First, consider the why of what we are doing.
Do we want to show motorist we are regular
folks? Or talk about our bikes or safety gear?
It is always helpful to know your purpose.
Second, who will participate? I’ve found that in
my chapter, if you just remind members to chat
with the public at our stops, almost everyone is
willing to participate.
Third, when will you do this? It might be that
you want to arrive at a restaurant early and
hand out motorist awareness brochures before
lunch or you might just use every rest stop as a
chance to chat with the public.
Finally, what will you need? Frankly, you don’t
need anything except a willingness to interact
with the non-riding public in a positive fashion.
However, having a handful of brochures in your
trunk (and I like to carry GWRRA membership
applications, as well) is helpful.
So, there you have it. If your chapter rides and
positively communicates with the public, you
have a motorist awareness event. Make the
most of it.

Ride safe.
.

Scott and Judy Finnell

TX District, Motorist Awareness Coordinator.
===================================
Special Dates in Texas History

1919
Prohibition Goes into Effect in Texas
"Wets" and "Drys"— those opposed to and
for prohibition, respectively— battled over
the issue in the Texas legislature for decades. Prohibition gained momentum nationally, in part due to the efforts of Senator
Morris Sheppard of Texas. Texas approved
the 18th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in 1919. But by the mid-1920s, Prohibition had become unpopular as antiprohibitionists took control of the Texas legislature. Prohibition was ended in 1933.
One Liners for your enjoyment
We use a really strong sun block when we
go to the beach with the kids. It’s SPF 80:
You squeeze the tube, and a sweater
comes out.
Nostalgia: How long’s that been around?
Just found the worst page in the entire dictionary. What I saw was disgraceful, disgusting, dishonest, and disingenuous.
I admit that I live in the past, but only because housing is so much cheaper.
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TEXAS DISTRICT
MEMBERSHIP ENHNCEMENT COORDINATOR (MEC)
Lyle and Sheri Altes

November the holidays are upon us and the
end of the year is quickly coming, with that in
mind it is time to think about changes in our
chapters. Officers stepping down and others
stepping up. This is a natural part of chapter
life and it is never easy. Though I know many
of you have already been working on this it
never hurts to be reminded, and especially for
new Chapter Directors who are stepping up. I
know they are aware, but it can be a little overwhelming to be the one making the decisions
and staffing the chapter. Just remember you
are not alone others are doing or have done it.
There is always help and advice out here for
you. Also, this is your chapter, friends and
family they are there and will support you when
needed just try and have fun in all you do and
your time will be enjoyable.
Speaking of new officers, please remember
several positions are both appointed from
Chapter Director but also the District, so get
your paper work in soon so District Officers
can get their portion complete to have everything ready to swear new officers in at MidWinter Round Up. If you need help with the paper work or have questions contact Texas District Staff members they are glad to help, there
is a lot of information including the forms on
the national web site. http://gwrra.org
A reminder to Chapter Directors present and
future, now is the time to start deciding on your
2018 Couple of the Year and 2018 Individuals
of the year. We know it is a hard decision
when there are so many deserving people in
our Chapters. We encourage all chapters to
participate in these wonderful programs, this is
a chance for you and your chapter to show
how much you appreciate these folks for the
things they do for your chapter. And a reminder, the COY and IOY programs are not

supposed to be a job or position in the chapter,
it is meant to be an “Honor” the only thing the
COY or IOY must do is represent the Chapter
and its members and have fun!!
As soon as you know who these folks will be
for 2018 please send us the members names
and we will have their Medallions and Certificates ready for them at the 2018 MWRU. The
medallions and Certificates will be presented
to them during the ceremonies, If they can’t be
present at the MWRU the medallions and certificates will be sent home with Chapter representative or other arrangements can be made
just let us know at txmec@gwrra-tx.org
Also, please remember that Chapter Of The
Year for 2017 will be ending soon and we are
following the same guidelines as last year. We
do not have any information the program for
2018 yet but hope to have that info by MWRU.
We will be accepting Chapter Of The Year
books at MWRU and that if you do not have
them ready by MWRU they must be sent to us
No Later than February 1st, 2018 to the following address:
Sheri Altes
7619 Holly Oak Circle
Austin, TX 78744

Get Out There, Ride And Have Fun!!!!

Lyle & Sheri Altes
TX District MEC's &
Chapter Of The Year Coordinator
MEC's Make Fun Happen!!!
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From the Desk of Anita M. Alkire
President of GWRRA
Email: aalkire@gwrra.org

It is with great pleasure that President Anita
Alkire introduces the new TEAM GWRRA
Directors of Rider Education, Tim and Anna
Grimes.
Tim and Anna have been married for 25 plus years
and have been GWRRA Members since 2003. During that time, they have held many positions in
GWRRA that center around Rider Education and
training. Most recently they have been Assistant Directors of Rider Education since 2013. Tim
is CPR/FA Instructor/ Trainer for MEDIC First Aid, former Motorcycle Safety Foundation Certified Rider Coach, GWRRA Rider Course Master Instructor Trainer and University Instructor
Trainer. Outside of GWRRA Tim and Anna have a combined 30 plus years of Emergency Medical Technician (Anna) and Paramedic (Tim). Tim is a Grand Master Tour Rider # 6415 and
Anna is a Senior Master Tour Co-Rider # 7002. I'm looking forward to working with them as we
advance our new vision for GWRRA!
Please welcome Tim and Anna to TEAM GWRRA in their new role as
Directors of Rider Education, director-re@gwrraorg.
________________________________________________________________________

Thank you, Bob and Althea Berry!
With this announcement, I want to personally thank Bob and Althea Berry for their dedication,
time and work they tirelessly give to GWRRA. In their tenure as Directors of Rider Education
they have continued to improve our classes and create new programs to help keep us, and
other motorist safe. Together with Dan Sanderovich we have been able to take Rider Education
overseas. I'm very pleased that Bob and Althea will continue on TEAM GWRRA working as an
Assistant to Dan to bring all the fun, programs and growth Overseas!
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Region H Team
The Hospitality Region
REGION DIRECTOR
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
JIM & REBA BERRY
DIRECTOR@GWRRA-H.ORG
NEWSLETTER@GWRRA-H.ORG

EVENT COORDINATORS
STEVE & BILLIE FLEMING

ASSISTANT REGION DIRECTOR
MEC & COY COORDINATOR
TIM & BECKY DINNEL
ADIRECTOR@GWRRA-H.ORG
MED@GWRRA-H.ORG

REGION EDUCATOR
RICKY & KAREN FRAZIER
EDUCATOR@GWRRA-H.ORG

TREASURER
CHAPTER OF THE YEAR COORD.
ED AND ANN NAHL
TREASURER@GWRRA-H.ORG
CHOYCOR@GWRRA-H.ORG

VENDOR COORDINATORS
RUBY SEALE
VENDOR@GWRRA-H.ORG

REGION TRAINER
JACK W AGNER
TRAINER@GWRRA-H.ORG

WEBMASTER,
SAM BELINOSKI
WEBMASTER@GWRRA-H.ORG

MOTORIST AWARENESS
COORDINATORS
MIKE & BECKY STEVENSON
MAD@GWRRA-H.ORG

REGION H COUPLE OF THE YEAR
SARAH & JOHN HOOGENDOORN
COY@GWRRA-H.ORG
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Classified Advertisements
==========================================================================

2006 Dark Red Gold Wing Comfort-Navigation with 2007 CSC Cobra Trike Conversion
with 87K miles. Matching 2008 Escapade Elite Trailer with < 15 K miles. Garage kept and
meticulously maintained. Has CB, EZ Steer, performance brakes, auxiliary gas tank, parking
brake and many accessories. Selling together with many extras -- $20,000.
John & Linda Hoover, 823 Sunnybrook Ct, Stillwater, OK: hooverj@okstate.edu.,
Phone 405-377-2313.
========================================================================

If you have a bike to sell please contact the Newsletter Editor. I will put in the
District Newsletter for you.
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ACROSS
1. Timbuktu country
5. Water balloon sound
10. Sharp intake of breath
14. Not odd
15. Use a scale
16. Operatic solo
17. Sow
18. Act of showing affection
20. Indebtedness
22. Belly
23. 25 in Roman numerals
24. Fertile areas
25. Befoulments
32. Without company
33. Submarine
34. Vagrant
37. A tart spicy quality
38. Extent
39. Sit for a photo
40. Terminate
41. Varieties
42. Heaps
43. Times in the past
45. Aromatic solvent
49. Sphere
50. Ask someone to marry you
53. Delighted
57. Lesbian
59. Hubs
60. Copied
61. Passageway
62. Calamitous
63. Not there
64. Drive
65. A promiscuous woman
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Editors Puzzle Page Nov / Dec 2017
See the answer to October puzzle below

Down
1. Plateau
2. Affirm
3. Lascivious look
4. Classifying
5. Veer
6. Writing implements
7. Cover
8. Anagram of "Sage"
9. Not this
10. 3rd Greek letter
11. Territories
12. Subsequently
13. Trails
19. Perch
21. Spindle
25. A romantic meeting
26. Distinctive flair
27. Tender
28. A childhood disease
29. A common green newt
30. Clamor

31. Make lace
34. South American weapon
35. End ___
36. Untidiness
38. Yes to a sailor
39. Multicolored horses
41. Beginners
42. Combustible pile
44. Hair curler
45. Ancient unit of
dry measure
46. Metaphor or hyperbole
47. Four-bagger (baseball)
48. Lyric poem
51. Oceans
52. Way out
53. Wan
54. Dirt
55. Beige
56. Weight loss plan
58. Utilize
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If you have an article, news, or other
item of interest that you would like to
be included in this newsletter, please
e-mail it to NLE@gwrra-tx.org by the
25th of the month

Save the Date
========================================
Mid Winter Round Up
Jan 13
Washington On the Brazos
State Historic site
========================================
Texas Education Weekend
Feb 3
Killeen Texas
========================================
Texas Chapter O Rally
14 April
Fredericksburg TX
========================================
Louisiana District Rally
12-14 April
Lafayette Louisiana
========================================
Texas District Rally
17-19 May
Brenham TX
========================================
Wing Ding 40
Aug 29 to Sep 2, 2018
Knoxville Civic Coliseum
Knoxville TN

========================================

THANK YOU TO THE
TEXAS
DISTRICT MAJOR
SPONSOR
from Readers Digest One liners

To avoid taking down my Christmas lights, I’m
turning my house into an Italian restaurant.
Why do dogs always race to the door when
the doorbell rings? It’s hardly ever for them.
Bifocals are God’s way of saying, “Keep your
chin up.”
My friends tell me that cooking is easy, but it’s
not easier than not cooking.
I think a lot of the conflict that happened in the
Wild West could’ve been avoided had architects in those days just made their towns big
enough for everyone.
I’d rather spend ten minutes rearranging the
dishwasher to accommodate something than
spend 30 seconds washing it by hand.
The biggest change after having kids was putting a swear jar in the house. Whenever I say
a bad word, I have to put a dollar in the jar,
and at the end of every month, I take all that
money and buy myself a nice steak for being
such a cool dad.

